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A Rustic Newsletter Inspired by Plants and the Ever Changing Seasons

The Gathering Basket is created by Corinne Boyer, folk herbalist and herbal educator. My intention is to bring
inspiration and magic to people by sharing experiences, history and interests relating to plants and folk traditions. May
the folkloric education of local plant medicine bring empowerment, connection and healing to community.

-From Beyond the HedgerowBy Corinne

Traversing the wild hedge, one follows the low path,
the hidden path. The hedge is armored with sharp
briar and thorn, with darkened toadstools, with the
unseen treasures of insipid fruit and spider webs in
mandalas. Twisted vine, brackish water, hoary lichen
on wood and stone- when nature makes Her wild
edge, the presence of Other is woven within, by wistful
moonlight and the unnoticed falling of stars. To the
human passerby, this place if off limits, impenetrable,
unapproachable. But for those with Eyes to see, it
signifies a magical apothecary, a gilded altar, a hidden chamber within which to embody and sacrifice
amongst. As to become bones within the basket of the
Old One, to become medicine in the keeping of the
ways guarded with dew and frost, to become a midnight temple of brush and bramble, this is the cloaking
of the hedge.

long buried, is charged by blackened veins of water
beneath the surface visible to the senses.
Symbolically ingest then, the decay of the charnel
debris and let enter the spines begging blood and
flesh. The roots to penetrate the soft cavities of those
parts weakened by neglect and misuse, during the
dark months. Invigorate the dreams left sleeping upon
the forgotten stumps, stolen and bargained for in the
first place. And when the emerald breath reemerges
forth in spring, inhale and be healed, be cleansed of
false whispers, imitations, misleading trails of one’s
own making. This is the power of humility and fear,
the power of being in union with the Other. Magic is
distilled down to a splinter of glass, and can only be
charmed by the words of the Creatrix, she haunts those
wild places. The hedgerow promises to keep hidden
ones naked and vulnerable parts, to bring food and
medicine during times of need, to keep the channel
of dreams touching dirt, leaf skeletons, the litter of
mouse nests. With only and all- hand, eye and voice,
can the heart then join in the imprinting of the Great
Beyond, embellished by untamed virid arches and the
lost skin of snakes.

This ecosystem marks a physical and liminal boundary,
one that both warns and beckons in turn. Once within,
all notions of the reality and the dream become veiled,
and the security of experience and expectation vanish
into the endless corridors of feral disregard. Just as the
dark half of the year brings death, does the light half of
the year bring life. This endless cycle is magnified within the hedge, and is rooted within earthbound stones
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- Mullein Verbascum Thapsus

The witches candle burns brightly to light the dark trail into
the hedgerow, tall and stately mullein is a beacon in the
night. This beautiful rustic taper graces the wayside and
roadside, loving disturbed ground and full sun. The intensely
fragrant flowers have a long season of beautifying the garden
and meadow edge. Their perfume is only available at certain
hours. Brown withered stalks persist
through the winter, reminding one of
Faerie candles left long after a season
of feasting and dancing. Many tiny
seeds are shaken by the wind, waiting
for the rain to tamp them, and for the
sunlight to crack them open. This entire plant provides much for the rustic
apothecary, every part being useful and
wholesome. It is a companion on the
path, offering protection and medicine
to those in need.
Mullein is in the figwort family Scrophulariaceae and is originally native
to Eurasia. Some common names for
this plant were Mary’s Candle, Torches,
Velvet Dock, Our Ladies Candle, Blanket Herb, Feltwort, Candle Wick Plant,
Candelaria (Roman), Beggars Blanket,
Torch Weed, Sheppard’s Staff, Ladies
Foxglove, Hag’s Taper, Hedge Taper,
Heavenly Fire (German), Kings Candle
(German), Aarons Rod, St. Peter’s Staff,
Bullocks Lungwort, Poor Mans Blanket,
Adams Flannel, and Hare’s Beard. Mullein leaves were rubbed on the cheeks
to bring color to them, hence the common name ‘Quakers Rouge’. With so
many common names, we see that this
wayside torch was indeed widespread.
The name ‘Hags Taper’ according to
some sources does not mean ‘witches
candle’, but hedge taper. The flower stalks were dipped in animal fat and burned at country
gatherings and at funerals. Also known as ‘candlewick plant’,
the leaves were used as primitive wicks in fat lamps. However, other sources connect the word ‘hag’ to the later use for
‘witch’. The hag is astride, This night for to ride, The devil
and she together’. – From The Hag, Robert Herrick, poet of
the sixteenth-seventeenth century. The flower heads dipped
in tallow were used in Europe in some lands to as a torch
to frighten away witches, though some lore tells that these
rustic tapers were burned at the witches Sabbat, lighting the
night for the Devils dance round the fire, and used for light
as witches cast their spells. It was said during Victorian times
by folklorist Richard Folkard that the ‘mullein was formerly
employed by wizards and witches in their incantations’.

Indeed, we find that mullein is ruled by Saturn, according
to astrologers of the past. From Medieval magic, mullein
leaf was used as an incense in black magic rituals, and
sprinkled on food for love magic. In Southern American
Hoodoo folk magic, the leaf is used as a substitute for or
adjunct to grave dust.
Mullein was also thought to be
protective of evil powers. Some
lore tells that it would repel evil
witches and enchantments. From
the Anglo-Saxons comes this bit of
lore about mullein (which they called
‘Feldwort’) relating to Greek mythology: Of Feldwort it is said that Mercurius gave this wort to Ulixes the
Cheiftain, when he came to Circe,
and after that he dreaded none of
her witchcraft… If one weareth with
him one twig of this wort, he will not
be terrified with any awe, nor will a
wild beast hurt him, or any evil come
near.’
Kept in the home, mullein was
known to protect one from witchcraft. In Ireland, the leaves were
placed under the butter churn to restore the milk from being enchanted
and stolen by witches. From Poitou,
France, there was a custom of passing mullein flower stalks and walnuts
across the flames of the protective
bonfire made on Midsummer’s (St.
John’s) Eve. These walnuts were used
to cure toothache somehow and the
mullein was used to protect cattle
from illness and dark sorcery, likely
hung as an amulet. A British practice
was to gather a mullein stalk when
the sun was in Virgo and the moon
was in Aries, thus offering protection from illness to the
one whom carried it.
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During the Middle Ages, it was said that Mother Mary went
through the land to bless the Mullein during late summer
time, when the harvest had begun. If she touched the sick
with mullein, they would be healed. One old saying was
‘Our beloved Lady goes through the land, and she carries
mullein in her hand’. This lore speaks even more to the
protective properties of this common yet magical plant.
From Germany’s Rhineland, mullein was included in the
herbs that were annually consecrated. Similarly, from
Southern Germany, mullein is still placed in the center of

fresh flowers infused in lard were rubbed around the ear and
lymph area for pain. This resulting salve was also used to rub
on hemorrhoids, frost bite, bee stings and bruises. Distilled
mullein flower water was used topically for ringworm and
burns.

the bouquet to be blessed on Assumption Day, a Catholic
practice. This bouquet is saved and kept, hung in the home
to protect the family from disaster for the following year. If
livestock are faced with any ailments or problems, the dried
mullein flowers can be taken from the stalk and incorporated
into their feed, to help restore them. Also, the preserved
flowers can be thrown on the hearth fire during a storm to
protect the home from damage.

A wash made from the whole plant, including the roots, and
was applied to bruises, inflammations, wounds, and injuries.
The leaves boiled in vinegar were also applied to bruises,
swellings and sprains among the folk of the Ozark mountains. A mullein leaf roasted between two dock leaves Rumex
spp., and moistened with spittle was used as a poultice for
boils in Ulster, Ireland. From Ireland also comes the use
of washing the body with water in which the leaves were
decocted, for pain and rheumatism. The leaves were used
as a poultice for beestings, running sores, gout and goiter,
in historical British folk medicine. The leaves and flowers of
mullein were also used as a hair rinse, particularly for light
hair.

There were some love divinations associated with mullein
from early American times. After naming someone, if you
twisted the flower stalk off of the plant, and it continued to
live, then it was a sure sign that the one named loved you. By
counting the shoots that grew up, you could tell the number
of children that you would have. Another related charm was
to point the stalk either towards the sun or towards the
persons home, while still attached to the plant. If it grew
straight again, the person loved you. Mullein leaves were
worn as a charm to ensure conception. Seventeenth century herbalist John Gerard wrote that wearing mullein in the
shoe would ‘bring down in maidens their desired sickness’,
which meant to bring on menstruation. He also wrote that
carrying the leaf on a person would help prevent epileptic
fits. Mullein acted as a rustic weather prognosticator- if
there were flowers low on the stalk, early snows were to be
expected. However, a stalk with blooms mostly located at
the top of the stalk indicated a long winter with heavy snow
later in the season. German fisherman used the seed magically to enchant a fishing pond or hole. They would sprinkle
the seed on the waters, and then return the following day
to catch fish in plenty, thanks to mulleins powers to stupefy
and numb the fish into their submission.

In Colonial American folk medicine, mullein leaf was used
in rheumatism by either applying a compress made with
the tea to the affected area, or by decocting the root and
mixing with whiskey. In Alabama, the sugared root was eaten
in small amounts, or a tea made from it was drank, for the
croup. Mullein was also used to treat bed wetting ( a few
drops of the flower infused olive oil taken internally before
bed), sore feet (wearing the leaves in shoes), diarrhea (tea
made of the leaves), flu and hay fever in North American folk
medicine. Though not native to North America, the Native
Americans adopted many used with the plant as well, including for teething, fevers, rheumatism, and respiratory troubles
of all sorts. The dried leaves were a classic ingredient in
smoking mixtures and this is another way for the medicine
to reach the lungs. Because it is astringent, mullein leaf tea
was used for loose bowels, with a decoction prepared with
milk recommended.

Folk MedicineOne of the first written herbals by Dioscorides De Materia
Medicia, from roughly 2000 years ago, mentions mullein for
lung complaints. Mullein has been used for every known lung
complaint, including croup, bronchitis, bleeding lungs, pneumonia, consumption, asthma, coughs and catarrh. Mullein
leaves were boiled in vinegar and applied as a poultice to the
throat and chest for soreness and coughs, and after applied,
a few cups of peppermint tea could be then drank to prevent
infection. One old recipe calls for boiling the leaves in milk
and then straining to drink warm twice per day for afflictions
of the lungs, in particular for tuberculosis. Mullein leaves
were smoked by the Amish in North America for the relief
of asthma attacks. The flowers were also used in tea for
chest complaints, as was the root for colds and coughs. From
South Carolina folk medicine comes the use of mullein leaves
mixed with basil leaves and pine needles in a tea for colds
and fever. An infusion of the flowers acted as a sedative, to
promote sleep.
Other uses included sitting over the smoke from the leaves
for piles(hemorrhoids), and using the juice of the leaves and
flowers for warts. The flowers were and still are used in earache remedies made into a solar infused olive oil. Although,
I have been told the old original recipe called for the flowers
to be put in a bottle, stopped closed, left for a time and the
resulting putrid liquid dropped in the ears for relief. The

Personal Practices:
Mullein is truly a wild plant, in that it seems to do better
without the interference from humans, and often eludes
them. In my experience, intentionally planting it results in
the seeds germinating in some other unintended place, at
an unexpected time of year. I have seen this over and over
again- mullein follows no rules of order nor human imposed
structure. During the late summer and autumn months,
natures candle is breathtaking, and certainly attracts spirits
of the deceased. I have found that the plant is helpful as a funerary taper and amulet to carry while traveling to a funeral
or cemetery. It has helped me with grief in this way, easing
the pain of loss.
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This certainly is a plant of light and illumination. It lights
the darkened pathway across the hedge and wild edge. The
infused flower oil can be applied to the third eye as a way to
illuminate dark situations and dreams. The hag taper itself
can be used to illuminate nighttime rites and ceremonies,
as described below. Carry part of the flowering stalk as a
protective amulet while traveling. Harvest the root of a plant
in its first autumn for spirit counsel and hang up to protect

these in wax paper and replant in disturbed edges in the
early spring, be sure to tamp down to help with germination.
Once the seed heads are totally dried and empty of their
precious contents, making the hag tapers can begin.

the home.
Mullein is a biennial, which means that it makes its basal
rosette of leaves during the first season it grows, and makes
its flower stalk and seed head during the second season. It
dies after the second year, after dropping its many seeds. For
medicinal use, there is hardly a better plant for the afflictions
of the lungs. The leaves can be harvested selectively during
the plants first summer, and then again during late spring
and early summer of its following year. Great care must be
taken to not mistake mullein for the deadly foxglove Digitalis purpurea, as they look very similar to the untrained
eye. Be absolutely sure of its identification before harvesting
the leaves. The mullein leaves then dried make an excellent
simple infusion, particularly delicious with the addition of
milk and honey. It is a very comforting tea in its own right,
but is applicable for lung troubles, whether at the beginning
of a cough, during an acute sickness, or during the healing
that comes afterwards. Combined with horsetail Equisetum
arvense, it makes a tonic for asthma, alternating also with
plantain leaf Plantago spp. and Stinging Nettles Urtica dioica.
It is a helpful addition to any hay fever/allergy blend as well.

You will need home rendered beef tallow (see the appendices of my book Under the Witching Tree for details on how
to render fat at home). The tallow needs to be melted and
painted on with a paint brush fit for the job. Do this while
laying the stalks on wax paper, to catch any mess. Rotate
the stalks to cover every inch of the flower head itself five
times or so, repeating the application of the tallow. Then
let dry and harden and dry for at least a week before use.
Some folks use a mixture of softer lard and harder tallow,
but beware of applying too much fat, as it can drip off while
aflame, being a hazard to the one holding the torch, and
also being a fire hazard if used indoors. They will smoke and
smell intensely, so outdoor use is recommended.
To use, have a candle and take the tip of the hag taper to it,
holding at an angle. It will take a few minutes to light, but
persist, it will alight. Once it has, it will burn brightly and effortlessly, staying alit and making a perfect torch for the rustic ritual. Do beware of dripping fat from the parts where the
tallow collected. These will burn for a long time, depending
on how long the stalk is. They can be extinguished carefully
in a pan of ashes and saved for later use. I have tried just
burning the dried stalk without the addition of the tallow,
but it just smokes and barley lights. The tallow is truly needed to have a bright and long lasting flame- it is beyond lovely
to behold during night time gatherings.

The flowers can be harvested as they come on, dried and
added to teas made with the leaves for additional assistance.
An infused oil can be made by slowly adding the flowers to
a jar of olive oil, kept in a spot that gets partial sun exposure for a month or more, careful to shake every day. As the
flowers do not come on at once, it takes a few weeks during
late summer to accumulate enough to make a potent oil.
Once finished, the oil is strained and then kept for later use.
It is helpful for earaches and pain, a small vial warmed in a
glass of hot water, then a few drops placed in both ears and
cotton used to hold the liquid in. Also, use the oil to gently
massage into and around the ear and lymph area. This is
helpful for adults and children alike. Some recipes call for
mullein flower, along with garlic bulb and willow bark added
for additional antimicrobial and pain relieving properties.

References:

The leaves can be used as a base in smoking blends, combined with other fragrant and woody additions. Good advice
to heed to is to not smoke during a sickness unless you
are already a smoker. As a smoke for ceremony and prayer,
mullein leaf can be up to half of the mixture. It needs to be
broken down with the hands significantly before smoking,
as with all herbal blends. Many thanks to the Wild Candle of
hag and hedge, of blessed crone and the Lady of the land.
May you stumble upon her abundant medicines, so bright
and warm for the damp and dark times of life. May the witches taper burn long into the night.
Making Hag TapersHarvest the mullein seed heads in late summer, after flowering, but before the rains have truly arrived. This is best done
with offerings near a full moon. Make sure to cut them low
enough to have a good strong handle that is part of the stem
itself. Also be sure to leave some of the stalks for their own
purposes on the land. In baskets spread wax paper, lay the
seed heads to dry for a full month. During this time, they will
open their seed pods and let out many tiny seeds- collect
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-Golden Herbs of the MeadowGoldenrod, Ragwort, Groundsel and Tansy

Goldenrod, Solidago spp.,

rheumatism in England.

Goldenrod is a gorgeous common flower of the roadside
and other potentially disturbed sites in late July. Our local
species is S. Canadensis. The Latin name Solidago means to
make whole or to cure, which tells us something about this
plant. Another reference states that it means ‘to strengthen’.
Common names for goldenrod included: Woundwort, Aarons
rod, Yellow rod, Cast-the-Spear, Farewell Summer, Sweet
Goldenrod, Blue Mountain Tea… the Pennsylvanian Dutch
had two names for goldenrod, which translated: Fever Bloom
and Wonder Herb.

Ragwort- Senecio jacobea

Goldenrod has long been thought of and used as a healing
herb. This golden herb is a bee herb, bees love goldenrod
flowers and they supply much nectar for the honey bee.
Golden rod lore tells that it was used as a divining rod, to
not only find hidden springs of
water, but also gold and silver.
Some country folks thought
goldenrod an unlucky plant
to bring indoors, although
no reason is stated for such
beliefs. I can only guess that
it is because of some sort of
fairy or magical association.
There are many old medicinal
uses for goldenrod. The Native
Americans used infusions of the
flowers of Canada goldenrod
for diarrhea and for stomach
troubles, for body pain and
side pain, an infusion of the
shoots was given for fevers,
infusion of the whole plant used as a bath for a mother
during childbirth, as a bath for babies with diarrhea, as a
steam for paralyzed and crippled people, a decoction of the
whole plant used for sleepless babies and excessive crying,
and interestingly used to wash for a child that does not talk
or laugh. The crushed blossoms were chewed for a sore
throat. A poultice of the flowers was used topically for burns,
boils, and ulcers. An infusion of the whole plant mixed with
wild tarragon was used as a wash for horses that had sores
or cuts. In European/American use, an old country record
shows that it was used as a wash for sore places, an infusion
was made from the dried plant and the sore part dipped
in the solution. A Romany remedy used the leaves in an
ointment to help heal wounds and sores. Fresh leaf poultices
were astringent and antiseptic, helping to staunch bleeding.
It was actually used to treat broken bones as well, probably
being applied as a fresh poultice. Goldenrod galls, which are
round swellings made by an insect that lays its eggs within
the plant, have been considered a magical amulet to carry for

This golden yellow flowered
plant, known around here as
‘Tansy Ragwort’, was called
‘Fairy Horse’ in Ireland. It was
believed to be a fairies horse in
disguise. Also, from Ireland there
was a belief that leprechauns
had a buried treasure under
the ragwort. If one could see a
ragwort and not take his eyes off
of it while approaching it, the
leprechaun would be obliged to
show him the treasure. It was
believed that if you trample them
down after sunset that a horse would gallop away with you.
This plant was known to offer shelter to fairies on stormy
nights. It was supposed to be sacred to the fairies. Burning
ragwort apparently would restore a child that had been
kidnapped by the fairies. Witches also used ragwort to ride
on during their midnight revels. This belief was widespread.
From the Isle of Man, UK, ragwort was carried as an amulet
against infectious diseases, being carried as a charm when
going to visit a sick person. Another magical use- if a mother
burned ragwort and placed it at the head and foot of her
childs bed or cradle, the babe would be safe from the fairies.
Though ragwort was and is considered toxic to livestock,
it was used externally as a fresh poultice to stop bleeding
from castrated animals. Medicinally, it was used externally
only. Ragwort was used for swellings, inflammations, tumors,
boils, abscesses and felons. This could be in the form of a
wash made from the crushed fresh plant, applied hot as a
compress as well. An ointment could be made for the plant
for aches and pains in the arms and legs and from Ireland
used as a remedy for sciatica. This would have been applied
as a hot compress.
Groundsel- Senecio vulgaris,
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Groundsel is related to ragwort, in the same genus, also with
smaller golden colored flowers that remind one of many
tiny candles. It has very distinct leaves and a menthol and
bitter smell when bruised, verging on unpleasant. Magically,
groundsel was used as a counter charm for bewitched milk,
and the roots were used as an amulet against the evil eye.
Burning dried groundsel was supposed to drive evil from the
home, this was done with large quantities as a fumigation on
Midsummers Day, from East Anglia. On another note, it was
a plant that was associated with witch’s doings. Interestingly,
patches of groundsel were thought to a place where witches

stopped to urinate. Large patches
told of their meeting grounds for
the notorious Sabbat. If groundsel
grew out of a thatched roof,
it told that a witch had landed
there on her broomstick. Another
belief related to witches tells that
witches could never die during
the winter time, but only when
the groundsel flowered. She could
then take a posy of the groundsel
flowers with her to the Devil,
as he could know she was one
of his followers by this gesture.
Groundsel was used as a charm
for ague, it was supposed to be
tied to a wife’s bare chest by her
husband and a proper incantation
recited. As it remained there and
withered over the next few days,
the ague would go away. It was
also used as a wart charm from
Britain. The instructions were -gather the fresh plant and rub
it crushed on the wart. Throw it over your left shoulder and
do not look backwards. Have a wise woman bury it for you
and as it rots in the ground, surely the warts will disappear
as well.

It was also used as a woman’s herb for painful periods,
to induce abortion and interestingly for fertility. It was
actually in formulas to help prevent miscarriage. Although
the information sounds contradictory, the power of plants
is in the dose and frequency taken. Tansy was combined
with calendula in an infusion for bronchitis and taken for
colds. The plant has been a favorite strewing herb of the
past and used to discourage vermin. Wearing an amulet
of tansy around the neck was even thought to discourage
worms. It was used to keep flies off of raw meat by rubbing
the meat with fresh tansy leaves. It was used externally as
a hot compress for gout and sprains. An ointment can be
made by infusing the whole fresh plant in warm butter, then
straining it out and using it for an all-purpose wound salve.
An infused vinegar with tansy flowers apparently takes the
soreness out of a dog bite. This is considered a toxic plant by
many herbalists. Many of the poisonings from this plant have
occurred because of women trying to induce abortion and
taking the tincture or essential oil internally, and even the
tea in large amounts, sometimes with deadly results and/or
irreversible kidney damage. External use is recommended.

Groundsel had similar use as a poulticing plant for similar
problems to ragwort- for boils, swellings and abscesses. It
could also be used fresh and chopped as an eye pack for
minor eye ailments. Used as a poultice for its strong drawing
powers, it was used to remove embedded objects, as well
as pus. An old fashioned poultice would use fresh groundsel
mixed with hot milk and bread. In an ointment, it could
be pounded with lard and laid on ‘old wounds’, also being
used for one ‘struck with iron’. Once again, it was not used
internally.
Tansy-Tanacetum vulgaris
The aromatic true tansy is an old medicinal herb no doubt.
The Medieval Latin name for it translated into ‘Immortality’.
Another common name was Brass Buttons. Coffins were
packed with tansy to preserve the dead and the body could
even be washed with an infusion for a similar purpose. An
old belief from Maryland tells that one should never sow
tansy seed, or there will be a death in the family. An old
adage from Fenland, UK, tells that where there are wild
rabbits, there is sure to be tansy growing near- relating
the plant to fertility somehow. It was surprisingly used
medicinally for this, more on that below. It was soaked in
buttermilk and used as a wash to make the complexion fair.
Wearing a sprig of tansy inside ones boot would keep them
protected from ague.
As far as medicinal use, tansy was a loved herb of the
English Romany folk, used internally in small amounts as
a general digestive tonic, nervine, to expel worms, for
jaundice, morning sickness, nausea, failing appetite, for
kidney ailments, to strengthen veins and for heart troubles.
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-Up Coming Classes & Offeringsas well as the inner dreamscape. Rustic ritual items will be
fashioned from materials of the land. At the end of the year,
students will have developed personal practices that allow them
excess into the enchanted world, while learning the basic tenants of folk magic that allows for practical rites. They will learn
a significant amount of folklore, operative magic and herbcraft
surrounding many tree and plant genera. Also included in the
enchanted apothecary will be animal, bird, stone and waters for
ritual workings. Seasonal aspects will be emphasized. To see the
month by month schedule, go to www.maplemistwood.com and
click on classes, follow the Enchanted Forest heading.

Books: Under the Witching Tree and Plants of the Devil
To purchase Corinne’s first book on the folklore, medicine and
magic of trees called Under the Witching Tree, go to www.
troybooks.co.uk. It is also available from amazon directly, but
only in the paperback edition. This is the first book in a trilogy
about plant folk magic and medicine, the other two forthcoming
titles covering wayside plants and the magicians garden. Her
second book is to be released this August, and is titled Plants of
the Devil, from Three Hands Press. This book explores working
with the Wild Adversary in nature and magical practice, through
some of the darkest plant lore of Northern Europe. To order,
please visit
https://threehandspress.com

Location: On a forested homestead about 30 minutes northwest
of Olympia, Washington

The Herbal Apprenticeship:

Times: Begins in October 2016. Class will be held on the first
and third Saturday per month, from 11-7 pm. Students will be
expected to attend all 24 classes in the year. Payment is still
expected if a class has to be missed, all lecture portions will be
recorded in that situation.

Starting October 2017. Join a small group of people for weekly
classes that focus on wild-crafting and medicine making. Held at
a beautiful small farm in Shelton, we meet for an entire year, focusing on the seasonal availability of wild plants. We hand-craft
small batches of plant medicine and learn how to use plants for
common ailments. You will learn the folklore and the traditions
of the plants that have been handed down to us throughout
history. You will begin by creating a home apothecary and as
the season progresses you will fill your shelves and bottles with
beautiful high quality medicines for yourself, family and friends.
We spend time in the field, forest and in the kitchen. There are
weekly homework assignments, and each student develops a
plant journal full of details and recipes about the plants. This is
a hands-on-series with the goal that each student finishes with
an in depth understanding of many medicinal plants in the local
area.

Cost: $125 per class. ($250 per month) A deposit of $125 is
required to hold your spot and will go to pay for your last class.
This is non-refundable, should you decide to cancel your enrollment at any time. Class is limited to 8 people; this will be a
closed group once it begins. To register or for questions, please
contact via email: maplemistwood@gmail.com
Basic Blacksmithing and Ritual Implement Crafting: The Nail
Sunday, 9 July -- Instruction by Cody Dickerson. The Nail is an
implement of diverse purposes. Each participant will have the
opportunity to forge their own Nail using a forge and anvil, as
well as add any additional material the student may wish to
incorporate into the process of forging. Instruction is offered
here in the use of basic tools involved in the heating, hammering, drawing, quenching and finishing processes involved in
the fabrication of the Nail. No prior experience in this area is
required, and all are welcome to participate. The participant
will complete the class with a basic working knowledge of forge
and anvil. You will leave with an item crafted by you and to your
individual purposes and designs, congruent with centuries old
techniques.

Held on a small homestead in Shelton. 30 minutes north of
Olympia. Classes are from 10-2, Friday. Cost is $50 per class,
about $200 per month. Three month minimum commitment
is required. Go to www.maplemistwood.com and click on
‘Herbal Apprenticeship’ for more information. You can see the
entire month to month curriculum online. To Register: Contact
Corinne at maplemistwood@gmail.com Please email with any
questions.
The Enchanted Forest and Hedgerow:

Date/Time: Sunday, July 9th. Noon to 4 pm.

Begins October 2017- this is a 1 year-long program that meets
two Saturdays per month to learn about the magic and folkways
of the forest and hedge. In a small group, we will explore traditional lore and practices surrounding the liminal wild edges,
hedges and haunted groves. There will be a strong emphasis
on spirit communication, and the interface between practitioner and the local landscape. Trancework will be employed
to achieve this aspect of the work. Through this interface,
a homespun magic will be wrought and personal practices
developed. Each eight-hour long class will be a journey into the
mysterious realms of wild terrain, on the physical landscape,

Location: Maple Mist Wood (30 minutes north of Olympia,
Washington).
Cost: $125 ($50 deposit required upon registration). Space is
limited. Paypal, cash or personal check accepted).
Many instructional courses & classes offered year-round, oneon-one instruction available.
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Contact Cody with any further questions or to be notified of
upcoming classes at: oldtubalo@gmail.com

Open Fri & Sat 10-6 | 3664 Mud Bay Rd

SERVING BREAKFAST LUNCH/DINNER
ESPRESSO AND FINE BAKED GOODS
NATURAL BEFORE IT WAS FASHIONABLE

Sixth Annual Dandelion Seed Conference
Herbal Medicine for
Community & Social Healing
October 13-15, 2017
Tickets start at $150

Held at The Evergreen State College
Olympia WA

A gathering for home & community herbalists,
community health workers & plant people.

www.dandelionseedconference.weebly.com
Would you like to place and ad or be a personal sponsor in The Gathering Basket?
A black and white business card sized ad costs $30. Every ad placed results in the creation of 70 copies that
are distributed for free to the public. You can also be a personal sponsor, without placing an add and give
any amount that works for your budget. If you are interested or would like more information please email
me at maplemistwood@gmail.com
This newsletter is offered four times per year, look for the next Gathering Basket during the Autumn Equinox.
Thank you sponsors for your support Your contributions pay for the cost of printing, keeping the newsletter free for the public.
Readers please support our sponsors and let them know you saw their add here.
All illustrations are copyright free.
Computer and Graphic layout by Greenman’s Graphics - Printed by Minuteman Press
All written information in this newsletter falls under the copyright law.
If you wish to reproduce it in any way, please contact Corinne via email maplemistwood@gmail.com.
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